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Investment
Framework (IF) is a

The

model for HIV investment and prioritisation for maximum impact. It
says that increasing investments in
HIV responses for the first 5 years
(from 2011 to 2015) will result
to a continual reduction of costs
afterwards.
IF is fundamental to reaching
universal access and potentially
ending AIDS in this generation. It
is particularly useful for key affected communities and civil society
because:
1. it highlights the centrality of
respecting and protecting human
rights to eventually ending AIDS
2. it argues for an evidence-based
approach to HIV programming and
funding
3. it emphasises the crucial role
of communities - in both services
provision and advocacy - for intervention programmes to be truly
effective
4. it supports funding for community mobilisation and work towards
more enabling environments

River Rescue Roleplay
The River Rescue Roleplay has been developed by APCASO
to facilitate community understanding of IF concepts and principles.
This rolepay is meant to supplement the content of Volume 1 of the
APCASO fyIF info-resource series which distills information on IF for key
affected communities and civil society.
Time needed for the roleplay and follow-up discussion: 2 hours
Ideal number of participants: minimum of 6, maximum of 30
Materials needed:
• A big enough copy of Material 1 (on page 3) ready to be flashed
onto a projector or posted on the wall
• A table to serve as the “store,” with 4 copies each of the RECUE
ITEMS in Material 1, enlarged and individually printed on an A4 or
similar-sized paper
• Play money or pieces of papers in 2 colours to represent “tokens”
in the game: 7 pieces of one colour representing 1 Token value, 6
pieces of another colour representing .5 Token value
A facilitator familiar with the IF needs to lead the game. Steps for the
facilitator are outlined in the subsequent sections.

To ALL:
All of you are from the same village. In your village there is a river.
Today as the village woke up, 3 of your villagers are found stranded on an island,
in the middle of the river, as flood waters rose. If not rescued, they will most likely die.
To the VILLAGE COUNCILS:
Each of your group decides to launch a rescue operation. For the operation, you need to buy rescue
items. To buy the items, tokens are needed. Fortunately, I happen to own a store selling rescue items.
Fortunately too, because of drowning incidents the previous years, you have been preparing and
saving tokens to respond to such emergencies. For this year, each of your group saved 10 tokens to
spend for river rescues [hand 10 tokens to each of the group].
Your task is to make sure you save the VILLAGERS, all 3 of them or as many as you can, using your
10 tokens.You want to be as wise as possible in using your money because you never know when
more villagers will drown today or in the next days, requiring more money to save them.You also
have to think about buying items to prevent more villagers from drowning in the river in the future.
These are you options [flash Material 1 on a projector or point to the printed blown-up copy].You
could buy 1 or any combination of ITEMS from my store as long as they fit your budget.
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Rescue ropes
* .5 token each *

Chanting sessions (believed to
convince river spirits to give
up humans they want to take)
* Free, unlimited *

Inflatable tubes
* 1 token each *

Information signs that could
be posted along the river
* 1.5 tokens per 100 signs *

Life vest
* 1.5 tokens each *

Swimming lessons
* 5 tokens for a package good
for 300 students (your village
has a population of 1,500) *

1. Ask for 3 volunteers from the group then assign them the role of
stranded villagers.
2. Divide the rest of the participants into 3 groups: Village Council
A,Village Council B and Village Council C.
3. Read and explain the instructions for the roleplayers:

Instructions for roleplayers

2

Material 1: ITEMS for sale

Rescue boat
(could take 5 passengers)
* 5 tokens for 1 *

Bridge
* 6 tokens for 1 *

Law that will prohibit villagers
from ever crossing the river
* 5 tokens for 1 *

4. Ask participants to make sure instructions are clear to them so far. Clarify anything that is not clear.
5. Upon confirming that instructions so far are clear, proceed with the following announcements:
To the VILLAGE COUNCILS:
Which of you will be able to save your villagers? Which of you will cause them to drown and die?
You now have 7 minutes to strategise among your groups and decide how you will spend your
money. What is the most strategic use of your 10 tokens?” Consider the three villagers needing
rescue today but also think about other villagers likely to also need rescue before the year ends. I
will let you know when the 7 minutes is up. After that, you will have an additional 3 minutes to go
to my store and exchange the goods with your tokens.
6. Allot 7 minutes for strategising as instructed. Alert participants when the time is up.
7. Allot another 3 minutes for role-players to shop. Ideally, play money as well as the print-out of illustrated ITEMS for sale have been pre-prepared. The money and illustrated ITEMS would be exchanged within
these
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8. AFTER 10 minutes, when the VILLAGE COUNCIL GROUPS have discussed their game plan and have
finished shopping for the ITEMS, have them attempt to “save” the STRANDED VILLAGERS by presenting
the ITEMS they have bought. Groups will attempt a rescue one at a time.
9. Process their answers by flashing on the projector Material II, as below. As they answer, assess the
effectiveness of their strategy according to the number of VILLAGERS saved or drowned as well as future
drownings prevented using the the rescue effectiveness and prevention effectivess rating in the material:
Material 1I: ITEMS for sale with MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION
* Res.E. = rescue effectiveness; Prev.E. = prevention effectiveness, or the ability of the item to prevent future drownings

SAMPLE PROCESSING FOR THE FACILITATOR
To the VILLAGE COUNCIL GROUPS: Were you able to rescue all 3 of the stranded villagers? How
much future drownings did you prevent with your purchases? Let’s see.
Example processing for a group which bought:
3 rescue ropes, 100 info signs, 1 swimming lessons package and the free chanting sessions
Rescue items
bought
3 rescue ropes
= 1.5 tokens

Rescue ropes

Inflatable tubes

* .5 token each *

* 1 token each *

Res.E.: 30%
people being rescued still
sink, ropes are not always
caught as they are thrown

Life vest
* 1.5 tokens each *

Res.E.: 50%
the tubes have a tendency to burst,
and the VILLAGERS may not catch
always them when thrown

Res.E.: 99% if used together
with ropes, 55% if used on its
own

Prev.E.: 0%

Prev.E.: 0%

Prev.E.: 0%

Chanting sessions (believed to
convince river spirits to give up
humans they want to take)
* Free, unlimited *

Information signs that could be
posted along the river
* 1.5 tokens per 100 signs *

Swimming lessons
* 5 tokens for a package good
for 300 students (your village
has a population of 1,500) *

Res.E.: 0%
while the chants are beautiful
to hear, the belief is false

Res.E.: 0%
would not help your villagers
now

Res.E.: 0%
would not help your villagers
now

Prev.E.: 40%

Prev.E.:10%

Prev.E.: -30%

100 information
signs
= 1.5 tokens

What the village council did not know

Rescue attempt
outcome

The rescue ropes, while very cheap, are only 30%
effective. Drowning people tend to miss ropes being thrown to them. Even if eventually caught, the
ropes still sometimes slip from the hands of people
being rescued.

Only 1 out of the
3 stranded people
got saved. The other
2 die.

The information signs warning villagers against
the rivers strong currents are not any help to the
stranded villagers. But these signs, when put in
strategic locations around the riverbank, are able
to significantly prevent future drownings.

40% of future drownings prevented.

Swimming lessons
package for 300
villagers
= 500 tokens

Same as the information signs, the swimming les10% of future drownsons are not any help to the currently stranded
ings prevented
villagers. It seems wise, though, as a prevention
intervention for future drownings. But what the
village council did not know is that most of the
villagers who died from drowning in the previous
years were actually good swimmers. The rivers’
current is simply too strong during certain seasons,
even for strong swimmers.

Chanting sessions
= Free

Free and seemingly harmless. But the belief that
10% increase in fuchanting to the river gods could help save drown- ture drownings
ing people is false! And it is not really harmless
as the chanting sessions reinforce some villagers’
false be-liefs and makes them inclined to ignore the
dangers of crossing the river.

To ALL: So, in the end, this group rescued only one of the three stranded villagers this day, and prevented only 40% of future drownings. They have also spent 8 out of their 10 tokens, leaving only a
reserve of 2 tokens for the rest of the year.

10. When all 3 VILLAGE COUNCIL groups have taken their turns in revealing their purchases and having
their rescue strategy assessed, summarise the strategies with the following statement:
Rescue boat
(could take 5 passengers)
* 5 tokens for 1 *
Res.E.: 99%
Prev.E.: 0%
4
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Bridge
* 6 tokens for 1 *
Res.E.: 0%
would not help your villagers now

Law prohibiting river crossing
* 5 tokens for 1 *
Res.E.: 0%
would not help your villagers now

Prev.E.: 10% , will be ignored by
Prev.E.: On its own, 80%; comthose who have to cross the
bined with information signs, 88%
river for one reason or another

To ALL:
Were the village council groups able to get the best mix of items their tokens could afford? Not completely.

But they were facing a really difficult task, especially as all they knew about the rescue items were
the prices. They did not have information available on each items’ effectiveness in rescuing stranded
people or in preventing future drownings. Without this information, they ended up relying on
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IF, in plain speak (FACILITATOR DICUSSION GUIDE)

assumptions about which items are best to buy.
Had they studied the nature of drownings from previous years and tracked the effectiveness of
each rescue item, they would have known the best mix of items that would make the best use of
their resources, as in the next table.
Now let’s do this again. Let us come up with the best, most strategic, most cost-effective combination of ITEMS but this time, guided by information about the effectiveness of the each of the items.

11. Ask the participants on the spot to come up with the best mix of items. Affirm their choice and offer
what could be the most strategic mix of items, such as what’s on Material III.
Material III: AN ALTERNATIVE, MORE EFFECTIVE, EVIDENCE-BASED
STRATEGY
1 life vest, 1 package of 100 information signs and 1 bridge = 9 Tokens
Best mix of rescue
items within the budget

1 life vest
=1.5 token

100 information signs
= 1.5 tokens

1 bridge
= 6 tokens

Why? Because based on evidence
from previous years…

Rescue/intervention outcome

While more expensive than a rescue rope,
a life vest is way more effective in saving a
drowning person. Easier to throw and catch,
floats on its own and secure, a life vest is 90%
effective as a rescue item. In addition, just 1
life vest can be reused, and lasts at least 3
years.

All 3 stranded people
saved. No one dies.

Yes, the information signs are not any help
to the villagers who currently stranded. But
these signs, when put in strategic locations
around the riverbank, are able to significantly
prevent future drownings.

40% of future drownings prevented.

Same as the information signs, the bridge is
not any help to the currently drowning villag-ers. It is more expensive than the swimming
lessons but it is also definitely more effective
(80% versus 10% for the swimming lessons) in
preventing future drownings. Coupled with the
information signs, the bridge is a good alternative for people to cross the river when the
current is strong or the river flooded.

On its own, 80% of
future drownings prevented.
Combined with information signs, 88%
effective.

To ALL:
With the alternative strategy, 9 of the 10 tokens get used but it is more effective as 88% of future
drownings prevented, much less number of tokens is needed for the rest of the year. In the next
years, the village could even bring down its budget for river rescue operations from 10 tokens to
much, much less!
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villagers in the first place?
1. IF we imagine the drowning
Perhaps out of the kindness
problem in the village as the
of their hearts? Out of their
HIV epidemic and the list of
sense of obligation as leaders?
rescue items as the possible
Because they feel pressure
mix of treatment, prevention,
from the rest of the villagers?
care and support programmes,
then the Investment Framework (IF) is similar
to the ALTERPut simply,
NATIVE, MORE
EFFECTIVE, EVIthe Investment
DENCE-BASED
Framework is an apSTRATEGY in the
proach of determining
roleplay.

the most strategic set

egies and responses. If, say,
in the river story, evidence
shows that it is strategic to
buy swimming lessons. Who
should receive the lessons?
All the villagers? It is a more
strategic use of limited resources to focus the lessons
on villagers who do cross the
river. In HIV responses, IF says
focus interventions on key
affected communities.
6. If building a bridge is the most
strategic solution, where
is the best place to put the
bridge so that people will
consistently use it? In HIV
responses, the same could
be asked when it comes to
outreach work, testing sites,
treatment centres and other
interventions.

2. IF says governments
of HIV and AIDS rewon’t get the best
sponses that a country
mix of responses
by trial and ershould invest in (and
ror (i.e., without
by how much) based
knowing its own
on evidence of what
epidemic). In the
river story, why
works.
are the villagers
drowning? You may
7. IF puts a strong emphasis on
buy a swimming
But what if there are other
respecting and protecting hulessons package but that may
issues in the village that also
man rights. The law that bans
not be an effective response.
need financing like food? Securivillagers from swimming in
Your evidence might tell you
ty? Education of village children?
the river story simply would
that most of the drownings in Health care? It would be
not work beyour village through the years very tempting to use
cause it does
IF says
involve villagers who actually
the budget for the
take into
do the “right”
know how to swim. But they
rescue operation
account
are often overpowered by the towards other
intervention, fothe lived
strength of the currents. If this village concerns.
cusing on the “right”
realities of
is your case then swimming
The IF provides
the villagcommunities in the
lessons is not a strategic recompelling reason
ers. Villag“right” locations.
sponse. The bridge may be. Or for the couners would
Determine what is
putting up information signs
cil members to
have to
“right” based on
all over the river may be.
save the drowncross the
evidence.
ing villagers and to
river for
3. IF is the approach of finding
prevent future drownone reason
the best mix of responses to
ing as much as possible
or another despite
the AIDS epidemic by basing
– because SPENDING MONEY
the danger of drowning and
your funding decision on the
NOW to rescue the villagers
despite a law prohibiting it.
evidence that you have about
and preventing any future drownSimilarly, punitive laws that
their effectiveness.
ing WILL SAVE THE VILLAGE
violate the rights of sex workSAVING MONEY IN THE FUers, men who have sex with
TURE!
4. Now let’s say that the village
men, transgender people and
council members are a counpeople who use drugs are not
try’s decision-makers and
5. IF also asks decision-makers
effective in curbing the epifunders. Why would the they
to, again, base on evidence the
demic, and in fact, exacerbate
decide to save the stranded
details of their HIV stratthe problem.
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APCASO promotes the role of CBOs and
NGOs in the response to HIV and AIDS by
strengthening and supporting the foundation of regional and national networks, as
well as supporting and promoting the role
of people living with HIV and other communities most affected by HIV.
APCASO aims to strengthen community
systems, evidence and platforms to conduct more effective advocacy around HIV
and AIDS, with a particular focus on 3 key
programme areas: Investment Framework,
political commitments, and community
systems strengthening. APCASO consults with and works in coordination with
networks of key affected communities to
ensure complementarity of objectives and
outcomes.
________________
The Australian Federation of AIDS
Organisations (AFAO) is the national
federation for the HIV community response
in Australia. We provide leadership, coordination and support to Australia’s policy,
advocacy and health promotion response
to HIV. AFAO’s International Program
supports community based responses to
HIV across the Asia and Pacific regions. We
support the meaningful participation of
communities most affected by HIV in the
development of programmatic and policy
responses through: capacity development in
advocacy, organisational development and
governance, strategic planning, and leadership; advocacy and policy analysis; knowledge sharing; and mentoring for community
organisations and leaders.
________________
* APCASO Focal Points
Australia: Australian Federation of AIDS
Organisations (AFAO); Cambodia: HIV/
AIDS Coordinating Committee (HACC);
China: China HIV/AIDS Information Network (CHAIN); China:Yunnan Daytop Drug
Abuse Treatment and Rehabilitation Center
(Daytop); Indonesia: GAYa NUSANTARA;
Indonesia: Spiritia Foundation; India: Indian
Network for People Living with HIV/AIDS
(INP+); Lao PDR: Lao Positive Health Association (LaoPHA); Malaysia: PT Foundation;
Nepal: Recovering Nepal; Sri Lanka: Alliance Lanka; Vietnam: Center for Supporting
Community Development Initiatives (SCDI)
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he CAI Investment Framework (IF) briefing
paper series aims to support key affected
communities and civil society better understand
the IF and use it to advocate for more effective
financing of the HIV response that is grounded
in human rights, based on evidence, and centred
on the needs and realities infected and affected
communities.
The series is developed by APCASO in collaboration with the Australian Federation of AIDS
Organisations (AFAO) and CAI country partners
China HIV/AIDS Information Network (CHAIN),
HIV/AIDS Coordinating Committee (HACC) in
Cambodia, Lao Positive Health Association (LaoPHA) and Center for Supporting Community
Development Initiatives (SCDI) in Vietnam.
Visit the APCASO IF information hub online at
www.apcaso.org or email www.cai.apcaso@gmail.
com for our upcoming Infobriefs and other updates on the Investment Framework from community perspectives.
Roleplay game development, publication content, design and lay-out:
RD Marte, Programme Manager, APCASO
With funding support from the AusAID Regional HIV/AIDS Capacity
Building Programme via AFAO
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The Asia Pacific Council of AIDS
Service Organisations (APCASO),
as a network of CBOs and NGOs, currently
has 12 focal points* representing national
coalitions of AIDS service organisations in 10
countries, namely, Australia, Cambodia, China,
Indonesia, India, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal, Sri
Lanka and Vietnam. Founded in 1992, it was
registered in 2002 in Malaysia where its secretariat office is based.

This material may be reproduced or translated for non-commercial purposes provided that APCASO and AFAO are duly
acknowledged and informed.
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